
 

Doubled complementizers and biclausality 

 

We propose a biclausal analysis of recomplementation (i.e., double-complementizer) 

constructions in Spanish which solves a number of empirical issues raised by previous 

proposals, such as the prevalent TopicP account within Rizzi’s (1997 et seq.) left periphery. 

Ott (2014, 2015) proposes a biclausal analysis of Clitic Left-dislocations (ClLDs), according 

to which dislocated XPs are elliptical fragments that are linearly juxtaposed to their host clause 

(so that dislocate and host are paratactically ordered but anaphorically related). We extend this 

analysis to embedded ClLDed XP, as in Spanish (1): 

(1) [CP2 dice que… [CP1 invitaron a   tu   madre ] … la    invitaron ]  

 says that   invited ACC your mother  cl.ACC invited 

‘S/he says that they invited your mother.’ 

The proposal, Ott argues, solves a number of problems for the analysis of ClLD cross-

linguistically. More specifically, Ott claims that his biclausal approach circumvents Cinque’s 

Paradox, according to which ClLDs display movement and non-movement properties 

concurrently. However, various issues are left open by this general approach. One such issue is 

the account of embedded dislocations with double que –the phenomenon of recomplementation, 

where an embedded dislocate is followed by an additional instance of the complementizer, as 

in (2) (Villa-García 2012, 2015, 2019; Cerrudo & Gallego 2018; Martínez-Vera 2019, i.a.). 

(2) Dice que a  tu  madre, que la   invitaron. 

 says that ACC your mother that cl.ACC invited 

In this talk we argue for a biclausal analysis of recomplementation patterns à la Ott. The 

proposal is sketched in (3), which is a simplified representation of (2) under Ott’s system. 

(3) Dice que [CP1 invitaron a tu madre ] [CP2 dice que la invitaron ] (= (2)) 

The cartographic approach to sentences such as (2) adopts a left-peripheral template. The 

dominant analysis of recomplementation in Spanish is the TopicP account of Rodríguez-

Ramalle (2003) and Villa-García (2012, 2015, 2016 2019), as shown in simplified form in (4). 

(4) dice … [Force' que [TopicP a tu madre [Topic' que [FinitenessP … ]]]]  (= (2)) 

The TopicP approach is for the most part empirically adequate and makes a number of correct 

predictions regarding the distribution of reduplicative complementizers. At the same time, 

however, it leaves certain questions about the construction unanswered, such as why the 

dislocate and recomplementation que are separated by an intonational boundary (Villa-García 

2015, 2019; Radford 2018) and how an accusative object like a tu madre receives its case and 

theta-role, on the assumption that such sandwiched dislocates are directly merged in between 

ques (see Villa-García 2015, 2019 and Martínez-Vera 2019). The first property follows 

straightforwardly from the paratactic relation between fragment and host, each forming a 

separate intonational phrase (see Dehé 2009 on parentheticals and intonational phrasing). 

Regarding the second question, (3) provides a natural answer too: a tu madre receives structural 

case and its thematic role in the canonical direct-object position in the first, elliptical clause.  

At the same time, no Condition B effect arises that would be expected if the dislocate c-

commanded its pronominal correlate (cf. (5)), as on a monoclausal analysis (see (4)). 

(5)  Dice  que  Hugoi, que  éli   no  es  así. 

 says  that  Hugo  that  he  not is  thus 

 ‘S/He says that Hugoi, that hei is not like that.’                 (based on Villa-García 2019) 
Monoclausal analyses are forced to tolerate doubled subjects in such cases ([TopicP Hugoi [Topic' 

que [FinP … éli]]]), which is generally imposible in null-subject languages like Spanish (Barbosa 

2009). Under (6), there is no subject doubling, as dislocate and correlate are in separate clauses: 

(6) dice que [CP1 no es así Hugo] [CP2 dice que él no es así ]  (= (5)) 

An additional argument in support of the biclausal analysis comes from the possibility of 

having an epithetic correlate of a ClLDed XP, but only if the latter is flanked by 



complementizers (Villa-García 2019), as shown by (7). This is also unsurprising under a 

biclausal approach, where the dislocate (a Juanete) and its correlate (a ese idiota) belong to 

separate clauses and are anaphorically related cross-sententially. 

(7) Dice que no llamaron a  Juanetei, *(que) no  lo   llamaron a    ese idiotai. 

 said that     ACC John     that  not cl. ACC called  ACC that idiot 

 ‘Johni, they said they didn’t call that idioti.’ 

A further problem answered by our approach is the mysterious question of why a 

recomplementation sentence like (8) requires clausal negation (Martín González 2002): 

(8) Dice que  a   ninguno de  los  niños,   que *(no)  lo(s)   invitó. 

 says that ACC none  of  the children  that  not cl.ACC invited 

 ‘S/he says that they didn’t invite any of the children.’ 

Under the biclausal account, (8) follows from the fact that the second clause must have the same 

polarity as the first one (i.e., negative). Since a ninguno de los niños belongs to the first and not 

to the second clause under the biclausality proposal, as shown in (9), its negative word ninguno 

does not suffice to render the second clause (CP2) negative; the host clause must have the same 

polarity as the first clause to satisfy ellipsis parallelism, and no thus becomes mandatory. 

(9) dice [CP1 que no invitó a ninguno de los niños], [CP2 dice que no lo(s) invitó ]. 

Similarly, a recalcitrant issue raised by research into recomplementation is that regular ClLD 

(without recomplementation) permits extraction across the dislocate into the main clause (Rizzi 

2004, Ott 2015), but recomplemented ClLD does not (Villa-García 2012, 2015, 2019): 

(10) *¿Qué  me  contaste  que a  tu  novia,  que le   diste ___?    

     what cl.DAT told   that dat  your girlfriend that cl.DAT gave 

 ‘What did you tell me you gave your girlfriend?’ 

The impossibility of extraction with double que in (10) shows that the main clause is a separate 

fragmentary expression in recomplemented ClLD. The attempted extraction in (10) is cross-

sentential, as in (11), hence ruled out on principled grounds, since extraction can be effected 

across clauses, but not across sentences. The impossibility of extracting across que2 follows. 

(11) *qué me contaste que [CP1 … a tu novia ] [CP2 … que le habías regalado ___ ]   

Furthermore, Villa-García (2019) argues that one of the various functions of 

recomplementation que is that of a discourse marker. Discourse markers signal a relationship 

between the element they introduce (i.e., the seemingly embedded clause) and the prior segment 

(i.e., the dislocated material). Interestingly, the dislocate featured in recomplementation 

patterns is external to the clause introduced by recomplementation que, which is indeed the case 

even for regular ClLD under Ott’s account. The fact that, as noted above, recomplementation 

que is preceded by an intonational boundary resonates well with this function, as discourse 

markers are related to intonational boundaries (Hirschberg & Litman 1993). What is more, the 

complementizer can co-occur with an unambiguous discourse marker such as pues ‘then/thus,’ 

as in (12); discourse markers tend to cluster together in many languages (Hansen 1998, i.a.). 

(12) Dice que  como  no  hay dinero, pues que no  va  a  ir. 

 says that as   not have money then that not goes to  go  

 ‘S/he says that since there is no money, that s/he is not going.’ 

For recomplementation clauses, it could be argued that secondary complementizers resume a 

sentence after topical material has been introduced. This possibility substantiates the claim that 

the sandwiched element is actually external to the following clause, wholly consistent with our 

analysis: if recomplementation involves two clauses cataphorically linked by ellipsis under 

identity (cf. (3)), the reduplicative que serves the role of linking the two clauses, by signaling a 

‘restart’ in discourse, precisely as expected if this que can serve to mark a discourse relation. 

Overall, adopting a biclausal analysis of recomplementation naturally answers major 

questions posed by competing monoclausal proposals in a non-stipulative way. 
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